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The consecutive increasing management of large amounts of information in various fields requires the development and construction
of efficient database management systems. These systems implement storage, organization, and management of this data in order
to perform multiple operations to solve complex and difficult problems. In order to achieve the aforementioned needs, indexing
systems have been developed in the context of relational database management systems (RDBMSs). RDBMSs are composed of multiple
mechanisms comprising a set of algorithms and data structures. This paper analyzes the performance of the B-tree data structure which
laid the foundation as a structural and functional basis for the development of a whole category of tree indexing structures. B-tree
indexes have applications in the largest modern RDBMs. Specifically, we study the effect of binary and interpolation search algorithmic
techniques on the execution time of the insertion, deletion, and search functions of the B-tree. The computational experiments
demonstrate the superiority of the interpolation search technique in the functional level of searching by primary key field.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The B-tree data structure [2] [4] constitutes a structural and functional basis for the development and creation of
many balanced tree data structures (B+tree [4], B∗tree [4] [13], etc.). These structures are used extensively [4] [7] with
multiple applications in modern relational database indexing [3] [5] and file management systems [15]. Therefore, there
are numerous works and an increasing interest in the development of more efficient structures and the study of their
efficient application in modern database and file management systems [1] [9] [10] [12] [14] [16].

In addition, computational studies are being conducted for optimizing execution time and memory usage at multiple
operating levels of these systems. The studies analyzing the performance provided by the use of the interpolation
search method in the B-tree data structure [6] [8] [11] are quite limited and do not provide a thorough comparison
between the interpolation and binary search methods in a B-tree. This paper aims to provide experimental data that
will fill this gap by giving detailed information on the execution time of the B-tree data structure at some fundamental
functional levels using the aforementioned search techniques. This paper performs a comparison of the interpolation
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Fig. 1. B-tree Data Structure.

and binary search performance on the basic B-tree operations that are implemented. The interpolation search method
was used in this work to optimize the execution time of the basic insertion, deletion, and search functions compared to
the classical binary search technique. The main objective of the paper is to compare these search techniques through
the implementation of an experimental process and to extract insights on the execution time of the B-tree data structure
basic functions.

The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 the structural and functional characteristics of the B-tree data
structure are being analyzed. In Section 3, a computational study is presented comparing the performance of binary
and interpolation search methods in a B-tree. Finally, the conclusions of this paper are outlined in Section 4.

2 B-TREE DATA STRUCTURE IMPLEMENTATION

In this Section, we describe and analyse the structural parts and the basic functions of the implemented B-tree data
structure. In particular, the procedures that implement the basic insertion, deletion, and search functions and the
structural elements (nodes) of the tree are listed.

2.1 Structure

Figure 1 describes the structural characteristics of the B-tree data structure which was implemented in the context of
this paper. Each node of the B-tree consists of the following structural components:

• The dynamic array containing record addresses.
• The dynamic array containing B-tree node addresses.

Arrays can be resized to half of their capacity depending on the number of addresses that they contain and their
maximum allowed capacity. This capability of arrays is used in the insertion and deletion operations to optimally
manage the allocated memory that is used to store records and nodes addresses.

2.2 Insertion Process

The algorithmic process of inserting records addresses into the B-tree structure is implemented using three individual
functions. These functions undertake a discrete part of the overall process which is functionally linked to the others
for efficient completion of the process. The first function BTreeInsertData (Algorithm 1) takes over the initialization
of the insertion process and has practical application when the structure does not contain record addresses. Thus, it
handles the creation of the first root node of the structure. In case the capacity of the structure is non-zero, it calls the
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function BTreeInsertNode. The second function BTreeInsertNode (Algorithm 2) implements the reconstruction and
reordering of the root, right, and left node-set after the root node has been split due to insufficient storage capacity of
the records addresses. The above procedure applies in the case where a root node split was caused after the function
BTreeInsertNodeInternal was called. The third function BTreeInsertNodeInternal (Algorithm 3) locates (by utilizing the
function SearchBTreeNodeKey) the leaf node of the structure where the record address is to be inserted. Subsequently,
the placement and reordering of the structure node are implemented in this function. If the node is full and no other
records addresses can be stored, a split into two individual nodes is caused. Then half of the addresses from the first
node are transferred to the second node. Finally, the middle element of the node before the split is transferred to the
upper-level node. Further reconstruction and reordering of the nodes involved in the process follow. This process is
repeated recursively up to the root node of the B-tree.

Algorithm 1: Status BTreeInsertData(B-tree data structure, Record address)

if B-tree data structure is empty then
Creation of root node.
Insertion of record address in the root node.

end
BTreeInsertNode()

Algorithm 2: Status BTreeInsertNode(B-tree data structure, Record address)
BTreeInsertNodeInternal()
if Current node is the root node and a node split was performed then

Creation of left sub-node.
Reconstruction of root, left, and right node.

end

Algorithm 3: B-tree node BTreeInsertNodeInternal(B-tree node, Record address, Median node record address)
SearchBTreeNodeKey()
if Current node is a leaf node then

Insertion of record address in the current node.
else

BTreeInsertNodeInternal()
if The record address was placed in the next level node and a split was caused then

Insertion of the next level’s median record address in the current node.
Reconstruction of current node.

end
end
if Current node capacity is insufficient then

Creation of right sub-node.
Reconstruction of current and right node (split procedure).

end
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2.3 Selection Process

The algorithmic process of finding a specific record address based on the primary key field of the record is implemented
by a set of functions that perform this process. The first function BTreeSearchData (Algorithm 4) checks if a specific
record address content exists in the structure and in case of success it calls the function BTreeSearch. The second
function BTreeSearch (Algorithm 5) implements a process of searching and locating the record address by the node
of the structure up to the last level. It uses the function SearchBTreeNodeKey which searches approximately at the
node level for the location where the record address is or may be found. If the record address is not found at the search
node, it locates the node at the lowest level where the address may be found. In the context of this paper, the function
SearchBTreeNodeKey is implemented using the binary and interpolation search methods.

Algorithm 4: B-tree Record BTreeSearchData(B-tree data structure, Record address of primary key field)

if B-tree data structure is empty then
Record address does not exist.

end
BTreeSearch()

Algorithm 5: B-tree Record BTreeSearch(B-tree node, Record address of primary key field)
SearchBTreeNodeKey()
if Record address was found in this node then

Locates and exports the record address.
end
if Current node is an internal node then

BTreeSearch()
end

2.4 Deletion Process

The algorithmic process of deleting records addresses in the B-tree data structure is implemented using four basic
functions which are assisted by multiple additional functions. These functions take on a discrete part of the overall
process which is functionally linked to the others for the efficient completion of the process. The first function
BTreeDeleteData (Algorithm 6) performs two individual operations. The initial procedure involves checking the number
of record addresses contained in the structure. Then, if the structure is not empty and consists of a single (root) node,
the record address will be deleted from that node. The function SearchBTreeNodeKey is used to locate the address
in the node. If the address is not found in the root node and if the structure contains additional nodes, the function
BTreeDeleteNode (Algorithm 7) is called. The function BTreeDeleteNode implements the process of finding the address
to be deleted at the internal node via the function SearchBTreeNodeKey. If found, it is stored for later deletion. Then, by
calling the auxiliary function Locate_DeletionPos_LeftSubTreeMaxRecord, the maximum record address of the left
sub-tree is moved to the position where the address to be deleted is located, thus changing positions. Then, if the node
of the next level is an internal node, then the function BTreeDeleteNode is called iteratively. If the previous call causes
a tree balancing problem, the auxiliary function BTreeDeleteNonLeaf is called to fix it. It therefore applies balancing
techniques, reordering the nodes in the structure and reassigning the addresses that they contain. To implement these
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procedures, it uses multiple auxiliary functions depending on the case of imbalance. If it is not possible to restore
balance, it recursively repeats the process up to the root node (if needed). Conversely, if the node of the next level is a
leaf node, then the auxiliary function BTreeDeleteLeaf is called to implement the deletion of the record address from
that node. The auxiliary function BTreeDeleteLeaf also implements reordering and reassignment techniques if the
deletion causes a problem with the balance of the structure. In the case of unsuccessful balancing at the last level of the
tree, the function BTreeDeleteNonLeaf takes over the repair of the problem.

Algorithm 6: Status BTreeDeleteData(B-tree data structure, Record address of primary key field, Variable to
store the record address to be deleted)

if B-tree data structure is empty then
Deletion cannot be achieved.

end
if Root node is a leaf node then

SearchBTreeNodeKey()
if The record address to be deleted is located at the current node then

Stores record address to be deleted.
if The Root node contains a single record address then

Deletion of the node structure containing the record address.
end
ReplaceIndex()

else
Deletion cannot be achieved.

end
end
BTreeDeleteNode()

Algorithm 7: B-tree node BTreeDeleteNode(B-tree node, Record address of primary key field, Variable to store
the record address to be deleted)
SearchBTreeNodeKey()
if The record address to be deleted is located at the current internal node then

Stores record address to be deleted.
Locate_DeletionPos_LeftSubTreeMaxRecord()
Replacement of the record address to be deleted with the maximum record address of the left sub-tree.

end
if Next level node is an internal node then

BTreeDeleteNode()
if The previous operation performed caused a problem in balancing the nodes of the structure then

BTreeDeleteNonLeaf()
end

else
BTreeDeleteLeaf()

end

3 COMPUTATIONAL STUDY

In this section, a computational study is performed in order to compute the execution time of the basic functions of the
B-tree data structure. These operations are insertion, deletion, and selection (based on primary key field) of records
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addresses. In particular, this is a comparative study of the binary and interpolation search methods with the aim of
evaluating these techniques. It is important to clarify that the experiments were conducted on a main memory system
and no data exchange and communication using disk systems were implemented. The computational comparison has
been performed on an Intel Core i7-8700 with 64 GB of main memory, a clock of 3200 MHz, running under CentOS 8
Linux. In addition, all algorithms were implemented in C language. The measurements were made using the GCC 8.4.1
compiler and with -O3 flag enabled.

The algorithmic techniques of binary and interpolation searchwere applied in two individualmeasurement procedures.
In each measurement process, the insertion, selection, and deletion operations of records addresses were performed
sequentially. A set of 100, 000 primary fields (integers) was constructed and then a random reordering procedure of
the set was repeatedly performed 100 times. More specifically, for each primary field in the dataset, another field was
randomly selected with which to switch positions. This procedure was repeated 100 times for all individual fields. An
additional non-primary integer field was then constructed which had the same value for all records. Consequently,
each record is composed of the two aforementioned integer fields. The data created and prepared appropriately were
randomly inserted into the structure and the total insertion operation completion time was measured. Then the selection
(search) operation of each record based on the primary field was performed and the total selection time of all records was
calculated. Finally, the deletion of all records that had been inserted in the structure was performed and the completion
time of the overall deletion operation was measured. This measurement procedure was repeated 1, 000 times for each
node capacity of the structure in a capacity range from 3 to 1, 000 records addresses with an increment factor of 1. For
each node capacity, the average of 1, 000 measurements taken for each operation was calculated. In addition, the total
average execution of each individual operation was calculated. More specifically, the average execution time of all
individual executions (average execution time) per maximum node capacity of the structure was calculated for each
individual operation. The above set of operations was implemented separately for the binary and interpolation search
algorithmic techniques.

Fig. 2. Average Execution Time of the Insertion and Deletion Functions.
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Fig. 3. Average Execution Time of the Search Function.

Fig. 4. Total Average Execution Time of the Insertion, Deletion and Search Functions.

Figures 2, 3, and 4 present the results of the computational study. Figures 2 and 3 show the average execution time of
the basic insertion, deletion, and search operations in the node capacity range from 3 to 1, 000. In addition, Figure 4
presents the total average execution time per function. These figures further compare the performance at the application
level of binary and interpolation search techniques.

The analysis and graphical representation of the measurement results demonstrate the reduction on the execution
time achieved by using the interpolation search technique compared to the binary search technique. In particular, the
reduction on the execution time concerns the process average completion time of searching for records addresses
based on primary key field addresses per node capacity (Figures 2 and 3) and the total average completion time of the
process (Figure 4). Specifically , using the interpolation search technique, a 3.5 speedup in the total average execution
time was achieved compared to the binary search. Regarding the insertion and deletion functions, no significant time
improvement in process completion was observed using the interpolation search technique because of the execution
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optimization. The interpolation search reduces the average completion time of the insertion and deletion operations per
capacity but due to the quite high level of optimization of the compiler, the improvement that would have been achieved
without the application of the optimization procedure is not so visible as the execution time is kept to a minimum level.
Furthermore, the search function applied to the insertion and deletion is a small part of the overall time complexity of
the operations and therefore does not significantly affect the average completion time. The splits and rearrangements
of nodes affect the completion time more in compare with the part of searching.

4 CONCLUSION

This work focuses on the experimental analysis of the insertion, deletion, and search operations of primary field-based
records addresses in the context of the B-tree data structure. In particular, the implementation of the binary search and
interpolation search techniques is compared in the insertion, deletion, and search methods. The analysis of the results
of the computational study revealed a significant reduction on the execution time of the search function using the
interpolation search technique by a factor of 3.5 compared to the binary search. In the insertion and deletion operations,
no significant reduction in the execution time was observed using the interpolation search method. The application
of the interpolation search technique caused a small reduction on the execution time of the insertion and a slightly
smaller increase on the deletion in comparison with the binary search. In addition, a fairly large improvement in the
average execution time of the search function was observed for all measured capacities of the structure node using the
interpolation search.
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